Abstract: The use of a server-based loss recovery technique for reliable multicast can significantly improve the system performance in terms of loss recovery latency and bandwidth consumption. Appropriate congestion control mechanisms are necessary to provide fairness and to maintain a high network throughput and link utilisation. In reliable multicast protocol design the loss recovery associated with data delivery and congestion control are not independent issues and should be addressed simultaneously. This suggests that a server-based loss recovery technique allied with congestion control could have potential in addressing the challenges of scalabililty and heterogeneity for reliable multicast in a best-effort network. The authors propose a new framework which jointly performs local delivery and congestion control (LDCC). In this framework, delivery and control servers (DCSs) collocated with routers perform LDCC functions. Each DCS and its serving receivers form a local DCS region according to a tree topology. With proper acknowledgment processing and buffer management, packet loss can be efficiently recovered locally. Also, the overall throughput degradation caused by the interference of neighbouring regions can be minimised by local congestion control. NS-2 simulations are used to demonstrate that the framework can achieve a significantly lower loss recovery latency without sacrificing the network throughput, compared to existing approaches such as AER/NCA. It is also shown using fairness tests that the proposed framework is TCP-compatible.
Introduction
Multicast is a network service for transmitting data from one source to multiple users. Recently, a class of dissemination-oriented applications is emerging in Internet use, where reliable multicast delivery is required. These applications include file delivery, stock quotes, software distribution, whiteboard sharing, distributed computing or interactive simulation, and web caching and replication for cache hierarchies. These applications can potentially have thousands of receivers spanning wide-area networks; thus efficient reliable multicasting technology is essential.
Even though current networks can provide efficient routing and delivery of packets to the receivers of a multicast group, the possible large size of the multicast groups and the heterogeneity among all receivers of a multicast session introduce some problems in managing and controlling a multicast group in a scalable way.
(i) Loss recovery: current IP multicast guarantees only besteffort delivery and some of the packets sent from the sender may be lost before reaching their destinations.
(ii) Congestion control: IP multicast does not impose any restriction on the data transmission rate and this may cause congestion in the network.
In other words, multicast quality on the current Internet is often inadequate for the above-mentioned applications. Therefore, how to design the transport mechanism on top of IP multicast to guarantee multicast reliability and provide efficient congestion control is a key problem for reliable multicast applications.
Many reliable multicast protocols have been proposed to tackle the error recovery problem [1, 2] . Server-based local loss recovery schemes take advantage of network-based processing and storage. However, most of the reliable multicast schemes proposed so far do not consider the congestion control issue, eventhough congestion control is a key factor for current best-effort Internet services. To facilitate the deployment of reliable multicast as a transport protocol, congestion control is also an essential element that must be researched in greater depth.
We note that the congestion is inherently related to packet loss in a reliable mutlicast service. Packet loss is caused by either transmission error or buffer overflow. The congestion control mechanism affects the performance of the local loss recovery mechanism. On the other hand, the design of a local loss recovery mechanism should also consider possible influences on congestion control. In this paper, we propose a new framework to jointly perform local delivery and congestion control for reliable multicast. The framework addresses the issues of both local loss recovery and congestion control. The design goals of our framework include; (i) reducing loss recovery latency; (ii) maximising network throughput; and (iii) providing fairness among multiple sessions sharing bottlenecks.
For the proposed approach, the receivers are grouped into different regions according to the multicast tree topologies. Similar to the repair server (RS) [1, 3] , a delivery and control server (DCS) for each region is placed at strategic network nodes between the multicast sender and the receivers in the network. A DCS performs local delivery including loss recovery for the receivers in its region. More importantly, it performs 'local' congestion control and independently adjusts the subcast rate based on the feedback messages from receivers in its subgroup. A good performance can be expected from this joint local delivery and congestion control scheme.
Related work

Loss recovery for reliable multicast
Existing work on reliable multicast loss recovery falls mainly into three categories. The first category follows a timer-based approach and is represented by the scalable reliable multicast (SRM) protocol [2] . In SRM, a randomised backoff is used to avoid the NAK implosion problem and NAKs are multicast to the whole multicast group. Any member of the group that has correctly received the requested data can respond to the retransmission request. SRM is fault-tolerant and flexible since any member can perform retransmissions. However, its timer-based implosion control mechanism incurs an additional delay.
The second category follows a structure-based approach by organising receivers in a multicast group into hierarchies, such as RMTP [4, 5] . Following this approach, a subset of receivers (or some other representatives) is designated to provide proxies for the sender in responding to retransmission requests. Receivers need to identify their designated representatives and send ACKs directly to them if necessary. A representative will either unicast or multicast the repair to its subgroup if it has the repair. Compared with the timer-based approach, it does a better job of localising the error recovery process. However, it is difficult to maintain good hierarchies especially in the face of frequent membership changes.
The more recent third category takes advantage of network-based processing and storage at routers. Unlike the previous two categories, there is no need for each multicast group member to know the group topology. A lost packet can be recovered by local retransmission. The work in this category can be further divided into two classes. The first class is based on RSs as in [3] and [6] , in this approach, strategically placed RSs aid in local recovery. Specifically, an RS connected with a router will cache data packets to support repair services or retransmissions. Once an RS has a packet that is declared to be lost by a receiver's NAK, it will multicast this packet to the receivers below its collateral router. Compared with multicast from the sender to all receivers, multicast from an intermediate node such as an RS to a small set of receivers is called a subcast.
The second class of protocols in the third category that takes advantages of network-based processing and storage is represented by active reliable multicast (ARM) [7] , AER/ NCA [1] , and AERM [8] schemes. The word 'active' implies that some routers with caches, or active routers, in the multicast tree perform 'best-effort' caching of multicast data for possible retransmission in loss recovery. In particular, active routers detect packet sequence number gaps and send NAKs to upstream links immediately, saving one minimum round-trip time (RTT) from the active router to the receivers. In this way, recovery latency is minimised. In addition, the active routers use partial multicast to limit the scope of retransmission to avoid the exposure problem and suppress duplicate NAKs to control the implosion problem.
Congestion control for reliable multicast
In addition to local recovery, another mechanism in reliable multicast that affects the throughput performance is congestion control. Many of the proposed reliable multicast congestion control schemes have the same goal: to regulate the transmission rate of the multicast source so that the bandwidth is shared fairly among multiple sessions. The sender transmission rate is controlled based on the aggregated receiver feedback. Basically, these schemes fall into two categories: rate-based and window-based congestion control schemes. Recently, in TFMCC [9, 10] , Widemer and Handley extend TFRC [11, 12] , a unicast equationbased congestion control scheme, to multicast services. In TFMCC, the sending rate is determined by the current limiting receiver (CLR) that is the receiver with the lowest expected throughput calculated by the TCP throughput equation. Compared to the previous schemes, TFMCC is based on a quite mature scheme TFRC, the behaviour of which has been widely studied and it has been shown to have a satisfactory performance. In TFMCC, the measurement of loss rate and RTT, and the feedback suppression mechanism are carefully designed to fit for multicast applications.
Compared with rate-based mechanisms, window-based schemes directly emulate TCP window control mechanisms. In AER/NCA [1] , a receiver behind the most bandwidthconstrained path is selected as the nominee according to the TCP throughput equation. The sender emulates TCP behaviour by maintaining a single congestion window adjusted by loss indications from the nominee. In PGMCC [13, 14] , Rizzo et al. propose the so-called acker election/ tracking mechanism to select the group representative, or acker. The basic structure of PGMCC is similar to that of AER/NCA. Golestani and Sabnani investigate the relationship between rate-based and window-based congestion control schemes in [15] . They find that the rate-based scheme must explicitly depend on the receiver RTTs so as to be fairness-compatible with TCP. A theoretical receiverdriven window control scheme is also proposed.
Joint local recovery and congestion control
Although some researchers have recognised that receivers behind lossy bottleneck links impose their bottleneck throughput to the whole multicast group [5] , there are very few proposed schemes that try to combine together the local error recovery and congestion control mechanisms. In [16] , Azzcorra et al. propose to incorporate multicast congestion control mechanism into active networks. However, they aim at a mechanism for multicast congestion control instead of reliable multicast congestion control. Although they apply their congestion control mechanism to the reliable multicast active network protocol (RMANP) implementation, they do not explore the relationship between local loss recovery and congestion control and do not design a dedicated system to integrate them together.
Network model
We adopt a typical network model as shown in Fig. 1 , which has also been widely used in the literature [1, 6, 17] . The multicast tree has a sender at its root and many receivers at its leaves. A reliable, high-bandwidth backbone network exists between the sender and receivers. Some routers along with collocated DCSs are placed at the edge of the backbone. We assume that there is no packet loss in the high-bandwidth backbone. This assumption is supported by the fact that most packet losses take place in the links on the edge of the network [18] , i.e. from the bandwidth-rich backbone to individual sites.
The link connecting the sender with the backbone is called the source link and the links connecting the receivers with the backbone are called tail links. In this study, we assume that the packet loss rate on all tail links and the source link are the same at p l , which is also the assumption in [6] . The end-to-end loss rate p is thus equal to 1 À ð1 À p l Þ 2 . Similar to the RS used in [1] , we propose to use a DCS to perform the local error recovery and congestion control function jointly. DCSs are collocated with routers at the edge of the backbone. Each DCS and its downstream receivers form a local delivery region which is called the DCS region. Similarly, the sender and its downstream DCSs form another logical local delivery region which we call the sender region (In fact, the sender can be considered as a special DCS and the sender region DCS region). As a result, a DCS acts as a receiver in the sender region as well as the server in its own DCS region. Hereafter, we will call the DCS a server or receiver according to its role in the region.
Local delivery and congestion control (LDCC)
Overview of LDCC
In an LDCC framework, the multicast tree is partitioned into a series of logical regions (Fig. 1) . In individual DCS regions, DCSs acting as 'local' deliverers perform data caching, retransmission, acknowledgement processing, buffer management and local rate adjustment. In the sender region, DCSs acting as receivers feedback acknowledgments to the sender so that the sender can adjust its sending rate and manage its buffers effectively.
The benefits of our framework come from the following observations. (i) In a reliable multicast session, packet loss and congestion are correlated. Loss recovery and congestion control mechanisms can share and make use of information provided by acknowledgment processing and buffer management at the intermediate network nodes. Upon the arrival of receivers the loss recovery scheme and congestion control mechanisms can respond simultaneously. (ii) Unlike other congestion control mechanisms for reliable multicast that are based only on the sender's rate adjustment according to the 'worst' receiver in the whole group, the LDCC can perform 'scoped' rate adjustments according to the 'worst' receiver in the local region. As a result, our framework prevents bad receivers from directly imposing their bottleneck throughput on the whole group.
The design space of LDCC for reliable multicast can be roughly divided into four interactive building blocks: data delivery; congestion control; buffer management; and acknowledgment processing. The correlations between them are shown in Fig. 2 . The data delivery building block performs fresh data transmissions and lost data retransmissions. The congestion control building block adjusts the transmission rate according to feedback to avoid congestion and provides fairness when multiple sessions share the same network resources. These two blocks make the main framework of the LDCC scheme. They are supported and facilitated by buffer management and acknowledgment processing building blocks. Buffer management handles the caching of data packets and manages the buffer priority according to the sequence number of data packets for data delivery. Moreover, it provides necessary information on the congestion status at DCSs for the congestion control mechanism. Acknowledgment processing provides the signalling for the other three building blocks. In LDCC, the rate of data delivery is regulated by a window-based congestion control algorithm. The congestion window in an individual DCS region is also adjusted according to signals provided by the acknowledgment processing block. With the four building blocks working in conjunction, we can expect a significant improvement in the overall performance in terms of loss recovery latency, network bandwidth usage and network throughput. In the following Sections, we will elaborate on the individual LDCC building blocks.
Acknowledgment processing
In the LDCC scheme, we employ three types of acknowledgments: negative acknowledgment (NAK), acknowledgment (ACK), and pre-acknowledgment (PRE-ACK), for the following considerations. First, for reliable multicast, a per-packet ACK scheme can provide packet-level delivery confirmation. Secondly, the use of NAK plus PRE-ACK can decrease the loss recovery latency. Thirdly, PRE-ACK is used for sender rate adjustments.
A receiver will unicast an ACK and/or a NAK to the local DCS when it receives a new packet (each receiver is assumed to know the upstream DCS it belongs to through the tree-forming procedure). It sends cumulative ACKs for each correctly received packet. When a receiver detects a new packet sequence gap, it immediately unicasts a NAK to the local DCS. A NAK contains two fields, the sequence number of the first byte being NAKed and the number of segments NAKed. Thus, a NAK can report the first block of lost packets. On the other hand, a DCS as a receiver sends a PRE-ACK once it receives a new data packet and it will forward an ACK to the sender after it receives ACKs from all downstream receivers. PRE-ACKs are only valid within the sender region used by the sender to adjust the transmission rate. They are generated, processed and destroyed in the sender region.
Here we discuss the acknowledgment aggregation performed by DCSs. We define full acknowledgment as the aggregate of all acknowledgments from a server's downstream receivers acknowledging the receipt of the same packet. The server may be the sender or a DCS depending on the case. In other words, we say a packet is fully acknowledged if the server receives corresponding acknowledgments from all its receivers. Then, in addition to sending PRE-ACKs, a DCS also sends a single (full) ACK to the sender by aggregating all ACKs for the same packet. A PRE-ACK can be used to adjust the sender's transmission rate.
Dynamic buffer management
In the LDCC scheme a DCS will cache data packets in the buffer for possible future error recovery. The issue here is how to manage the buffer efficiently to reduce repair latency. In LDCC, we propose a dynamic buffer management scheme based on sequence number priority.
Reliable multicast implicitly suggests a higher priority for packets with smaller sequence numbers. For example, in a reliable multicast session, suppose that a number of packets are transmitted to receivers and two of them with the sequence numbers N and N+2 are lost. As cumulative ACKs and NAKs are employed, receivers must request retransmission for packet N first. Only when a repair for packet N is received successfully, can the receiver slide the receiver buffer window and request retransmission for packet N+2. Given that the buffer size at a DCS is fixed, the DCS prefers to cache packets with smaller sequence numbers.
Packets in the buffer are queued in the order of their sequence numbers. When a DCS detects a gap (that implies that a packet loss has occured at the source link), it will reserve space for the missing packets. When the packets matching the gap arrive, they will be put into the reserved places to fill in the gaps in the queue. At the same time, duplicate packets or too early packets will be dropped upon arrival. Here too early packets are defined as packets that have been sent out too early and their large sequence numbers have exceeded the queue limit.
A DCS or a sender will de-cache outdated packets which are received by all of its downstream receivers. When a DCS or the sender receives a full ACK, then it knows that all downstream receivers have received the packets correctly. At that time, it will purge out the full ACKed packets to free buffer space for new packets.
Local data delivery and loss recovery
A DCS will transmit packets in the same order as the sender sends them, by re-sequencing the received packets if packet disorder or packet loss have occured (including packet loss at the source link and the too early packet dropping). If outof-order transmission is allowed at DCSs, a gap inheritence problem may occur that impairs the protocol performance. Let us use an example to illustrate this problem. In AER/ NCA [1] or AERM [8] , an RS forwards packets without a sequence change even if it detects packet sequence gaps. As a result, packet gaps will still exist in the receiving packet sequence at the receivers even if there is no other packet loss or buffer overflow. We call this phenomena gap inheritance. In this case, receivers will again detect those gaps and send out NAKs or duplicate ACKs to request repairs for those lost packets. These unnecessary processes waste bandwidth and processing resources on sending and processing NAKs
In LDCC, re-sequencing in our buffer management scheme can prevent packet losses from spreading to downstream DCS regions from their origination regions. In other words, the link at which the loss occurs, the receiver/DCS that detects the loss, and the DCS/sender that recovers the loss are always in the same region. This also implies that our buffer management scheme guarantees that all buffered packets that can act as repairs for loss recovery are placed close to the place where the loss actually occurs. This mechanism decreases the recovery latency and improves network resource utilisation.
Data delivery, especially loss recovery, is supported by the acknowledgment processing of LDCC in the following ways: (i) for a reliable multicast service, the per-packet ACK scheme in LDCC acknowledgment processing can provide packet-level delivery confirmation; (ii) the use of NAK plus ACK in DCS regions and NAK plus PRE-ACK in the sender region decreases loss recovery latency; and (iii) the DCS suppresses the duplicate retransmission requests from different receivers for loss recovery.
LDCC congestion control
It is known that reliable multicast congestion control faces a problem in that the worst receiver determines the throughput of the whole session. In other words, the sender has to select the nominal throughput of the worst receiver for the whole group. The nominal throughput of a local group is defined as the throughput of this group when it stands alone in the session [5] . However, 'the-worst-determines-all' case is not a real problem because it is obligatory to wait for the slowest receiver to receive all packets for reliable multicast. We will first carefully explore the crux of the problem. Based on our analysis, we propose a congestion control mechanism for the LDCC scheme which is different from common multicast congestion control mechanisms.
Effect of instantaneous selection of worst receiver:
In a 'the-worst-determines-all' multicast congestion control mechanism [1] , the representative receiver is always intermittently selected as the 'worst' one. This leads to the minimal throughput, which we call the effect of instantaneous selection of the worst receiver. We use the following example as an illustration.
Assume that there are only two receivers, A and B in a multicast group. Receivers A and B have different nominal throughputs at different times as shown in Fig. 3 . The nominal throughput of receiver A is represented by the dotted curve with average value a. The nominal Fig. 3 The effect of instantaneous selection of nominal throughput throughput of receiver B is represented by the bold curve with average value b. Without loss of generality, assume boa. Then the optimal average throughput for the whole group we can achieve is b, the average of nominal throughput of receiver B.
We assume that the sender is aware of the nominal throughput of A and B and will select the nominee instantly. According to 'the-worst-determines-all' congestion control mechanism, the actual throughput we will observe is upper-bounded in the shadowed area. Its average throughput is c, which is smaller than the optimal throughput b. That is:
where x i is the nominal throughput of receiver i. The lefthand side is the actual average throughput if the sender instantaneously selects the minimal nominal throughput. The right-hand side is the average throughput if the sender selects the minimal average nominal throughput once and for all. It is the optimal average throughput that we can achieve for the whole group. The left-hand side is equal to c and the right-hand side is equal to b (cob). From this example, we can see that the actual throughput is smaller than the possible throughput we can achieve, if the sender always instantaneously selects the worst receiver. We call this problem the effect of instantaneous selection of the worst receiver.
Actually, this problem is very severe in existing congestion control schemes although there are two factors that weaken the two assumptions made above in the example. First, owing to feedback aggregation or suppression, some of the feedback used for congestion control cannot reach the sender. Thus, the sender cannot instantaneoulsy be aware of the nominal throughput of all the receivers. Second, since the estimation and selection of the nominal throughput requires a fine-tuning time to filter out transient behaviour, the worst receiver is intermittently selected instead of instantaneously selected. However, the problem cannot be resolved by simply increasing the fine-tuning intervals because the fine-tuning time must be short enough to allow the nominee selection to be accurate.
Based on the above insights, we propose the following congestion control scheme for the LDCC process to alleviate the effect on throughput degradation due to frequent change of the worst receiver. It is based on local congestion control. The crux of the idea is that LDCC reduces the number of choices for the worst receiver by limiting the selection scope to be inside a local region. In addition, for receivers in a region, the differences in their nominal throughput are smaller and their nominal throughput variations are more synchronous than those of receivers in different regions.
Despite the different instantaneous transmission rates of DCS regions performing 'local' congestion control, the throughput for all regions tends to be the same on average. It is obvious that the transmission rate of the sender region limits the rates of DCS regions where the sender is the only data source for the whole group. On the other hand, the average throughput of a DCS region will also limit the average throughput of the sender region and thus the whole group.
Window-based congestion control in LDCC:
In LDCC, each DCS (as well as the sender) employs a congestion window to adjust the transmission rate in its local region. Since using a common window size for a group leads to unnecessary restrictions on the overall throughput [15] , we propose to use 'local' congestion control to alleviate this problem by using a distinct window size for each DCS region.
In each DCS region, the window control mechanism is similar to that of TCP New Reno [19] . The mechanism in the sender region is almost the same as the example except that the sender uses full PRE-ACK instead of full ACK to increase the window size. A DCS maintains a congestion window W as well as a slow-start threshold Thresh. An algorithm characterised by a full ACK increase and a worst receiver NAK decrease is designed to adjust these two parameters: W and Thresh. When a DCS receives a full ACK, the window increases according to the slow-start or congestion-avoidance algorithm. When a DCS receives a NAK from the worst receiver, the window control mechanism enters a fast retransmit/fast recovery phase.
The window control mechanism is also designed to cope with congestion loss. For this purpose, the sender maintains a congestion-indication timer TIMER. The duration of the timer is set to the maximal retransmission time-out (RTO) from the sender to receivers. Each time a data or repair packet is sent, the sender resets TIMER and records the maximum sequence number of sent packets (MAX_SENT). When a full ACK is received acknowledging the packet with sequence number equal to MAX_SENT, TIMER is stopped. If TIMER expires before the corresponding full ACK arrives, the window control will go back to the slowstart phase. In this way, any loss of the transmitted packet can be detected and recovered. The pseudo-code for the window-adjustment algorithm is shown below.
Algorithm for window control :
If ða NAK from worst receiver arrivesÞf
In the window-adjustment algorithm, the worst receiver in a DCS region is selected to represent the bottleneck receiver. Similar to the nominee selection method in AER/NCA [1] , a function g(p,T) for each receiver is defined as:
where p is the loss probability estimate and T is the RTT estimate from the receiver to its server. The receiver with highest value of g(p,T) is determined as the worst receiver. Since all NAKs are processed at DCSs, p is estimated at DCSs according to the recent NAKs received from receivers.
Simulation studies and numerical results
We use the LBNL network simulator Ns [20] to simulate a series of scenarios that are suggested in [21] , to evaluate the performance of LDCC and compare it to that of AER/ NCA. Our scenarios contain two series: performance comparison and fairness tests.
Performance comparison
We first evaluate the performance of the LDCC scheme in terms of throughput, network bandwidth usage, and loss recovery latency for reliable multicast. These scalability experiments focus on how the scale of a multicast group impacts on the protocol performance. To test local data delivery and 'local' congestion control, the influence of the scale of both the sender region and the other DCS regions should be considered in the simulations.
We assume in our network model, that the source link and all tail links experience the same downstream loss rate p [6] . The end-to-end loss rate p l is thus equal to 1À(1Àp l ) 2 .
Other links in the backbone are loss-free. Another assumption we use in the simulations is that ACKs or NAKs are not lost. This assumption is also widely used in the literature on evaluation reliable multicast performance [1, 6] . Three end-to-end loss rates, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.25, are used to examine the scalability of the protocol for different sizes of multicast groups. For each loss rate, we increase the group scale nearly exponentially to find out how the performance metric changes as a function of group size. We use the default settings of 10 ms latency, 100 Mbit/s bandwidth on all links and a 1 kbyte packet size including headers as suggested in [21] . The buffer size of the DCS is fixed to store 50 packets.
Performance metric:
We are concerned about the data delivery rate and efficiency. The throughput is used as a performance measure since it is a main concern in evaluating the performance of reliable multicast congestion control. We also adopt 'network bandwidth usage' and repair latency as the performance measures, which are also used in AER/NCA [1] . However, we change 'network bandwidth usage' to 'bandwidth usage ratio' to show the data delivery efficiency. Their formal definitions are given below.
Throughput: the long-term successfully transmitted bits per second from sender to every receiver on average.
Bandwidth usage ratio: the total bytes transmitted on all the links in the multicast distribution tree divided by the total number of bytes of original data successfully received by all receivers. This measure reflects the transmission efficiency for the schemes with local loss recovery.
Repair latency: the time elapsed between the first detection of a packet loss at a receiver and the receipt of the first repair for that packet.
Benefits of LDCC:
To demonstrate the performance gain from both local delivery and congestion control for the LDCC scheme two different implementations of LDCC with LDCC services on and off are compared. When the LDCC service is on a DCS collocated with routers will perform local data delivery and congestion control. When the LDCC service is turned off, there will be no local services available and only the sender takes care of loss recovery and congestion control for the whole group. We call these two different implementations LDCC and LDCC-off, respectively. Figure 4 shows the bandwidth usage ratios of LDCC-off. and LDCC. We observe that LDCC has much lower bandwidth usage ratios that those of LDCC-off. When the group increases, the gains of LDCC become more significant for all loss rate cases. The bandwidth usage ratios of LDCC-off increase rapidly with the group size whereas the bandwidth usage ratios of LDCC change slowly. The performance improvement in terms of the bandwidth usage ratio of LDCC is more obvious for a higher loss rate.
The results clearly show that LDCC needs significantly less bandwidth than LDCC-off, to transmit a packet successfully. In other words, local data delivery and congestion control of LDCC can significantly save bandwidth resources. The performance improvements are more significant when the group and/or the loss rate are high.
Next we compare the repair latency for LDCC-off and LDCC. Figure 5 shows the repair latency for LDCC-off and LDCC. We can see that LDCC has a significantly smaller repair latency for all three loss rates, especially for the large loss rate case. LDCC achieves approximately equal repair latency for all the cases. However, the repair latency of LDCC-off for p ¼ 0.25 is significantly higher than those for p ¼ 0.01 and p ¼ 0.05. It is clear that LDCC can significantly reduce the repair latency. This improvement can be attributed to the local loss recovery performed at DCSs. Again, the repair latency reduction is more significant for a large group size and/or a high end-to-end loss rate.
In order to obtain more insights into the benefits of the LDCC scheme, we also compare the throughput for LDCC-off and LDCC. Figure 6 illustrates that high throughput gains can be achieved by LDCC. The throughput for both schemes decreases with the group size and/or the loss rate. However, the throughout gains of LDCC become more significant with high packet loss rate. As expected, the local data delivery and congestion control of the LDCC scheme can bring significant throughput gains.
The above simulation results demonstrate that the LDCC scheme can achieve a significantly lower bandwidth usage ratio, a smaller repair latency and a higher throughput. The performance gains are more significant when the group size is large and/or the end-to-end loss rate is high. These benefits can be attributed to the conjunctive work of local data delivery and congestion control in LDCC.
Comparison of LDCC and AER/NCA:
To highlight the performance improvement by jointly performing local delivery and congestion control, we choose an implementation of AER/NCA on Ns-2 [22] as a comparison base. For both LDCC and AER/NCA, active services are turned on to enable local recovery and/or local congestion control. For AER/NCA, the buffer capacity of the RS is also set to 50 packets.
First we compare the bandwidth usage ratios achieved by AER/NCA and LDCC. Figure 7 shows the bandwidth usage ratios achieved by AER/NCA and LDCC, respectively. We notice that AER/NCA achieves slightly smaller bandwidth usage ratios than LDCC in most cases. The additional overhead of LDCC results from the per-packet ACK and PRE-ACK, with a packet length of 40 bytes.
Next, we compare the repair latency of AER/NCA to that of LDCC. Figure 8 indicates that the repair latency of AER/NCA decreases slowly with the group size whereas the latency of LDCC stays fixed for different group sizes. It is obvious that LDCC has a much smaller repair latency than AER/NCA for all loss rate cases, especially for a high loss rate. In other words, LDCC can recover packet losses more quickly than AER/NCA. Figure 9 shows the throughout achieved by AER/NCA and LDCC. It is interesting to observe that the throughput of LDCC decreases with the group size whereas that of AER/NCA remains stable. For p ¼ 0.25, LDCC performs better than AER/NCA. For a lower loss rate, AER/NCA performs better than LDCC for a large group size.
The different behaviours of AER/NCA and LDCC result from differences in their window control schemes. In AER/NCA, the window only limits the amount of outstanding data from the sender to the nominee. However, the window in LDCC limits the amount of outstanding data from the sender to all receivers since the window moves forward on receiving full ACKs. As a result, the throughput of LDCC decreases with the group size.
The numerical results show that LDCC with joint local data delivery and congestion control significantly outperforms AER/NCA in terms of loss recovery latency with the cost of some extra overheads. LDCC can also achieve a better throughput than AER/NCA with a high end-to-end loss rate.
Fairness test
The fairness features of a protocol show how the protocol shares bandwidth among multiple flows and how the protocol coexists with existing protocols, especially with TCP. A double star topology shown in Fig. 10 is used in the fairness tests, as suggested in [21] . This topology is also widely used for fairness tests in many other studies on congestion control such as AER/NCA [1] . Several packet flows share the bottleneck link. We assume that link has a bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s, a delay of 10 ms and a buffer of 60 packets [21] . Simulations are run for a time length of 140 s.
Two TCP flows and one LDCC session with two receivers are started at time instances of 0.4, 0.5 and 10.5 s, respectively. Figure 11 shows the packet sequence number in each flow as a function of time. This can show the transmission speed for each flow. It can be found that the steady state is reached after 20 s of transient behaviour. The slopes of the three curves are approximately identical, which indicates that the LDCC and the two TCP flows equally share the bottleneck bandwidth. This demonstrates that our LDCC is TCP-compatible.
Conclusions
For reliable multicast, data delivery along with loss recovery and congestion control are not independent issues and should be tackled simultaneously. We have proposed a framework that we have called LDCC to address the challenges of scalability and heterogeneity for reliable multicast in a best-effort network.
In LDCC, DCSs collocated with routers implement LDCC functions. Each DCS and its serving receivers form a local DCS region according to the multicast tree topology. Accompanied by proper acknowledgment processing and buffer management, loss recovery can be efficiently performed locally and in the mean time 'local' congestion control can provide fairness and maintain a high network throughput and link utilisation. We have demonstrated using simulations that the proposed framework can achieve a significantly lower loss recovery latency without sacrificing network throughput, compared to existing local recovery approaches such as AER/NCA. It has also been shown using a fairness test that our framework is TCP-compatible.
Our LDCC framework is tree-based. It relies on mechanisms of forming the tree and its maintenance [23] . Moreover, an underlying assumption of the mechanism is the close correlation between the feedback tree and the actual data tree. Even the network model we consider is a two-tier hierarchy, our LDCC can be easily extended to multi-tier structure multicast tree.
Our framework may be challenged if the routing tree topology changes frequently. In addition, the invoking/ revoking process of active service, the tree-forming procedure, and the optimal group partitioning strategies are some interesting issues for future studies. 
